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The Journey Begins 
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In 2009 a new Vice-Chancellor commenced with a  vision.He wanted to make Central Queensland University Australia’s most engaged University. He felt this was a point of difference unmatched elsewhere.To realise this vision he also had a strategyHe was going to grow the business, he was going to reach into areas no other University had reached and he was going to make quality education available to everyone.Scott has a knack for identifying opportunities and capitalising on them, often before anyone sees them coming and even if they might not originally seem like the best idea.He realised that in Queensland, like in Victoria and the Northern Territory previously, there was an opportunity to harness a market currently under utilised, that of TAFE.Discussions began at a Federal level and he gained in principle support to pursue a merge with the Central Queensland providers. 
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He approached the Qld Government of the day (Bligh’s Labour Party) and they were favourable to the idea but they wanted to know how we were going to pay for it.That started a merry-go-round of funding applications to the Structural Adjustment Fund and the Education Investment Fund.In order to build support for funding, key stakeholders started talking about the possibility of a merge , the options open to us and what could happen. 
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In the meantime the staff of CQ Institute of TAFE didn’t know what was going on.The messages they were hearing was that Scott was out to Take Over. That life as they knew it was set to change and that the Uni would swallow them whole. They saw us as the Dark Side and Scott as the driver of the Empire.As nothing had been approved yet and it was all just an idea still, there was nothing we could do to alleviate their concerns… officially.What we did start doing was putting out positive media messages about the benefits of a merge between the two entities.We talked about the benefits of a merge and the opportunities it would bring to the people of CQ. A favourite story was of an Apprentice Electrician being able to walk across the stage at graduation to accept his trade certificate along with people accepting their PhDs and then a couple of years later having the option to return to receive his Bachelor of Engineering or similar.Likewise we talked about our Sports Science Students being able to do a Personal Training Qualification as part of their first year and then gaining work in a gym for the remainder of their study time thus giving them 3 years industry experience upon Graduation.These indirect communications were designed to prepare both CQU and TAFE staff and the community for what we saw as a very positive outcome for the region and all of our students jointly. Unfortunately this did little to directly impact on the concerns that TAFE staff legitimately had and Scott’s reputation as a dark lord grew.
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As you can appreciate the cogs of government don’t turn all that quickly and we were soon faced with a change of government before anything had been finalised.Little did we know that Culturally for the merge, this was a huge blessing.
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It didn’t take long for the slash and burn of the Newman government to commence.TAFE Qld staff were faced with numerous redundancy rounds, roles weren’t being replaced, or only replaced temporarily. The CQIT staff suffered to some degree, but were also protected somewhat given the impending merge with the University.What did happen to CQTafe staff was increased pressure to do more with less, their Position descriptions were put on hold, higher duties arrangements were extended rather than permanent appointments. People’s responsibilities kept increasing without the corresponding pay increases. The government eroded their benefits through directives, their awards and certified agreements were ignored.A shift started happening in how Scott was perceived. 
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Rather than the dark knight he became somewhat of a “last hope”It still didn’t change the fact that we couldn’t communicate directly with TAFE Staff.The rare occasion we were allowed by the TAFE bureaucracy to address the staff was tightly controlled, with limited notice and time.TAFE Staff started trying to find backdoors to find out information and to gain a better picture of what it was like to work for the University and what a merge would mean for them. We tried to issue reassuring communications but we were soon hampered by a direction from the State Government that we weren’t allowed to communicate at all.Not - Very helpful in trying to lay a foundation for a positive cultural merge.The Unions actually became a saviour in this situation. They opened the door for us by inviting Scott to address their delegates meetings and by applying pressure to allow more information to flow.We were still a bit of a scary unknown quantity, but we were seen as a much better option than Campbell Newman’s Govt.
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We were able to start inviting TAFE Managers to our events and leadership conferences, we tried to integrate them as much as possible in order to show them how we operated and to gain an insight into their activities and ways of doing things.We were very careful to show an interest in their methodologies and processes in order to take a Best of the Best approach to how we would operate following the merge.Finally the funding came through and we got the green light from the government on 9 September 2013 to merge from 1 July 2014. You would think this meant we could have better access to the staff and start discussing cultural alignment in earnest. Well you need to factor in the state govt bureaucrats that still didn’t want the merge to happen. Every obstacle possible was thrown in our way, but we had to make the best of it.Right up until the last month, the state govt bureaucrats still wouldn’t let us have access to the staff payroll data. We ended up having to write to every employee (through the TAFE HR Dept) to ask for individual permission to access their pay information in order to set up the pay system and do some trial runs to make sure people would be paid accurately.To give you an indication of some of the cultural norms – we had at least five people who refused to allow us access to their information until merge day (when they didn’t have any choice). This did not make setting up the pay system a picnic. But we were very conscious that the way to cause a drama is to stuff up someone’s pay. We wanted to make sure we were as accurate as possible down to the nearest cent.



Copied State 
Instruments 
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We have to give a big thank you to AHEIA at this point. Without the help of Peter Raymond in particular, we would never have been able to achieve the transfer of the TAFE State Awards and Instruments into the Federal Sphere.We had wanted to transition all of the TAFE Professional staff on to our agreement as at the merge, but it proved an impossible task (Fair Work wouldn’t agree as it had never been done before).This was a major blow to our cultural alignment plans as we had wanted all of the staff working on the same conditions from the outset. We have commenced that process now and it is quite an undertaking. Many of the staff are champing at the bit to come over and it will be a significant milestone for us when it is achieved.Culturally it has been an issue having staff work side by side on different conditions. Our plan to integrate service areas from the outset would have been much more successful if this had been possible.
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Given some of the information we were hearing about how the TAFE operated, we tried to come up with ways about how we could make an immediate difference on merge day to show that we were a new entity and that things would be different from day one.Scott threw ideas out about giving everyone an iPad or a new computer (all completely unreasonable due to cost) but he was trying to get us to think creatively.The major thing that we were able to come up with (that we could afford) was to provide Tea Coffee and Milk to all lunch rooms/kitchens. Previously they had to supply their own and it was awkward if they had visitors or guests.On the first day, packages were hand delivered to all sites with tea, coffee, milk and cups and provisions made for the ongoing supply. Anecdotally this made a big difference to people and they felt very appreciative of the gesture. You should never underestimate the power of a spoonful of sugar.Everyone also received a welcome pack which had a CQU shirt, notebook, pen and flashdrive to re-image their computers to CQU’s system.
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The other thing we did was emphasise the organisational values and how they now incorporated the TAFE staff. We had discussed creating new values, but we did feel that the ones we already had in place captured the culture that we wanted for the whole organisation. We particularly focussed on openness and demonstrated this regularly in our communications with staff by being honest and giving them information that they previously wouldn’t have had access to – like budgets, minutes from Senior Management meetings etc.Scott doesn’t hide anything and will answer any question put to him (even some he shouldn’t). So we gave lots of opportunities for that through site visits, staff forums and each of the executive and senior management did the same thing.Some of the TAFE managers and supervisors found this to be a difficult transition, but we are getting them there through continual reinforcement of our openness value.What we did bring across from TAFE was a simplified version of their Capability Leadership Framework. The new People Capability Framework. The new People Capability Framework outlines the behavioural competencies and expectations at each level of the organisation. The concept is familiar to all TAFE staff and aligns very closely with our values. We highlight that the concept was based on TAFE documents and the buy in from the whole CQU Cohort is very high.We also made a commitment that decisions would be made quickly where possible and staff were encouraged to raise any issues so that they could be dealt with expediently, rather than having to go through the machinations of government. We’re getting a lot of feedback that prior to the merge nothing ever happened when a complaint was made, now they know that we will work with them to resolve issues. We have taken up some long standing complaints and dealt with them. Personality clashes and issues that have been outstanding for years are being handled and finalised. Sometimes not to everyone’s satisfaction but they are aware that we’re not letting things fester.For a while there it felt like every time we turned around there was another rock with a snake under it. We really hope we are getting to the end of that but I’m not holding my breath.
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The merge was a big change for people both at TAFE and in the University. We saw some people make the decision to leave, from both sides, but the majority stayed. We provided sessions through our EAP provider on resilience and coping with change. We did this at every campus of CQU and made it available online.We encouraged supervisors and managers to be visible to their staff and to meet regularly as a group and one on one (where necessary) in order to talk about issues and concerns.It would have been better for the change process if we were able to run these sessions prior to the merge and after, but we weren’t allowed access to the TAFE staff prior to July 1. We ran the sessions as soon after Day 1 as we could.
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We found a very public service mentality with some of the staff who transferred. An attitude of “what’s the worst you can do, you can’t sack me”. We are demonstrating that we can and we will.We are proving a commitment to a culture of high performance and quite a few long standing problem children are being dealt with through our Unsatisfactory Performance process with their supervisors being supported every step of the way, something they’ve previously not experienced.  The way the TAFE operated was through a Shared Services model where payroll and high level HR activities were “handled” by a central Brisbane office. There was a small HR team in place in Rton, but they dealt with day to day operational issues and any decisions or action had to be approved by Brisbane. This added time and complexity to everything. People who were recruited to roles often commenced prior to receiving their appointment letters and queries were often outstanding for months.  The HR team were unable to make structural changes to their HR system without going through a process and PDs were years out of date.Performance Appraisals weren’t conducted and performance management was just too hard.With Gerard’s help we are providing intensive training to the TAFE managers and supervisors on how to not only manage poor performance, but how to set expectations and provide feedback. The higher level managers and supervisors are also being really supportive and the supervisors know that we have their back as long as they do the right thing.
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We’ve made a conscious effort to ensure TAFE and higher Ed staff get equal air time. We have introduced a “Stars” of CQU promotion that highlights the achievements of all of our staff. Equally we don’t just have functions on the former CQU campuses but try to involve all of our new campuses. The mindset of bot being able to cross a bridge (literally) is apparent in both our Rockhampton and Mackay Regions, but we are working on it.
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I think the unions are finding us an interesting organisation to deal with now. We operate in a very open and transparent way and like to bring the Union along with us when there’s an issue to be solved. This is the relationship we try to foster with the NTEU and it works really well (other than when certain people stick their noses in – not to mention any names, but the Qld Unis would be familiar with the major players).The QTU has been quick to hop on board with this approach and we are building that with the other unions, or trying at least.



2010 2012 

Qld Election 

2013 

2014 
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To give you an idea of the time it took to go from the idea to actually getting the green light here’s a bit of a timeline. I was appointed to manage the change process in May 2010. That year we applied for funding which rolled over to 2011, when we had to resubmit with changes and further options. The funding looked shaky and it took another 2 years to find out if we had it. In January 2012 we were fully expecting to get the go ahead, I had my first child in February 2012, and an Election in March. On my return from Maternity leave we were still waiting for approval, it was expected to happen any day, we waited, and waited. I was then due with my second child in September 2013. The official announcement was the day I went on Maternity Leave again, my son was born a week later. Jacinta had kittens as she was acting Director. She needn’t have worried too much though. The State Government continued the tradition of moving slowly and gave very little until we were closer to the merge in July 2014.
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Overall we’ve been very cognisant of the need to create a new University Culture to reflect the new organisation. It is taking time and a lot of effort. There are elements of CQUniversity but there are also elements from the former CQTafe.We are utilising the documents and practices that make a lot of sense from both organisations and creating new ones where none exist.It is going to take time and effort and a loooooooooooot of patience, but we will get there.



Would we change anything? 
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Probably everything if we had the chanceUnfortunately anything that we would change was not under our control and probably won’t ever beEarlier access to staff to communicate and consultDocumentation of business processesTransition over onto our agreement for Professional Staff from Day 1Up to date PDs for all staff from Day 1More time to transition into the new IT systemsDedicated resources to be able to focus on getting things right and not have BAU to deal with at the same time.Overall, though it has been at times testing and trying, whatever doesn’t kill you can only make you stronger. We know what our capabilities are, we have emerged with credibility and a feeling that if we can tackle the issues we faced, we truly can do anything.Many of our HR practices are getting an overhaul in part due to the merge – our recruitment practices, our performance management processes and our service standards are all being regenerated – but that might be next year’s presentation…..
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Just to explain the Star Wars references and the Chocolate Stars on your tables. The latest CQU marketing campaign, for those of you who may live in a bubble and not seen the advertising, is about Exploring the CQUniverse



ANY QUESTIONS? 
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